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Abstract. The elucidation of physical properties of organic materials is important for further optimization

of related electronic and optoelectronic devices. Here we review briefly various first-principles computational

tools for the modeling of these materials by investigating key structural, electronic, and chemical properties

of prototype organic semiconductors. In particular, we discuss the site-selectivity for band formation in

pentacene and rubrene, hydrogenation and transformations of metal-free phthalocyanines, and the bonding

topology in a hybrid organic-inorganic system.

PACS. 61.66.Hq Structure of specific crystalline solids - Organic compounds – 71.20.Rv Electron density

of states and band structure of crystalline solids - Polymers and organic compounds – 81.07.Pr Nanoscale

materials and structures: fabrication and characterization - Organic-inorganic hybrid nanostructures

1 Introduction

Electronic devices based on organic oligomers and poly-

mers have attracted a resurgent interest in recent years.[1–

6] Low cost of production and flexibility provide them with

distinct advantages when compared to traditional elec-

tronic systems made of inorganic materials like silicon.
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The continuous expansion in usage of organic electronic

materials requires, however, the resolution of several issues

that relate to key performance indicators of respective de-

vices and important properties, like carrier mobilities or

chemical stability.

Theoretical modeling is an integral part of the develop-

ment and optimization of organic electronics. Given that

the corresponding physical systems typically span sev-

eral different scales, both spatially and temporally, vari-
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ous techniques are employed to study the properties of or-

ganic materials and devices. Approaches range from device

modeling based on continuity equations and electrostatics,

to Monte-Carlo simulations of carrier and energy trans-

fer in meso-scales,[7] to atomic-scale modeling with first-

principles (also known as ab initio) methods.[3,6] With the

increase of available computational power, the role of the

latter quantum-mechanical approaches in the modeling of

organic electronic materials has been steadily expanding.

In this article we study a number of important organic-

based systems and demonstrate how first-principles calcu-

lations can elucidate the atomic-scale details of various

mechanisms that control the operation of related elec-

tronic devices. We show that the central rings in pen-

tacene and rubrene have an enhanced contribution in the

formation of the valence and conduction bands, and, by

the same token, they play a crucial role for carrier trans-

port, especially in the case of rubrene. We describe the

hydrogenation and transformations of isomers for metal-

free phthalocyanines (Pc)and possibilities of physisorbed

and chemisorbed binding of a Si nanocluster on a PPV

[poly(paraphenylenevinylene)] chain. We conclude with a

short discussion of carrier hopping in organic materials as

described by the Marcus and Mills-Abrahams models.

2 Methodology

The results we present below were obtained with parameter-

free, first-principles density-functional theory (DFT) cal-

culations. The exchange and correlation (xc) energies of

the many-electron problem were described with local-density

approximation (LDA)[8] or generalized gradient corrected

(GGA)[9] functionals. Plane waves were used as basis func-

tions and the interaction of valence electrons with ionic

cores was described with ultrasoft pseudopotentials (US-

PP)[10] or projector augmented waves (PAW),[11] as im-

plemented in the code VASP.[12] Isolated defects were

modeled with sufficiently large supercells. Convergence

of results was checked with respect to relevant quanti-

ties, namely the size of supercells, and the number of k-

points for Brillouin zone sampling.[13] Reaction and trans-

formation barriers were obtained with the elastic band

method [14] based on experience with various systems.[15,

16] Combining barriers with typical attempt frequencies

in the Arrhenious expression for event rates allows for an

estimate of the time scale of processes at certain temper-

atures. For example, when a process has a barrier of 0.5

eV, 0.9 eV, or 1.5 eV and the attempt frequency is 1013

Hz, then the respective time scale for activation at room

temperature is about 50 μsec, 400 sec, and 1013 sec, re-

spectively.

3 Results and discussion

Pentacene (Pn) is one of the most important organic semi-

conductors [1,2,6] because of its relatively high carrier

mobility and the ability of Pn films to grow on a variety

of substrates.[17] In Fig. 1 we show the electronic den-

sity of states (DOS) of a pentacene polytype [18] based

on DFT-LDA calculations and k-point sampling with the

tetrahedron method.[19] The unit cell of the crystalline

phase comprises two Pn molecules as shown in Fig. 2(a)
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Fig. 1. Band formation in a pentacene crystal: (top) electronic

density of states of pentacene, and (bottom) amplitudes of the

respective highest occupied (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied

(LUMO) orbitals of pentacene. The orbital below the HOMO

(HOMO-1) is also shown.

and when it is repeated periodically it forms a herring-

bone pattern that is typical to many organic semiconduc-

tors. We should note that, due to a well known limita-

tion of LDA and GGA DFT functionals, the calculated

band gap of Fig. 1 is significantly smaller than the ex-

perimental value [20] of 2.2 eV. This shortcoming can be

corrected, at least partially, with the employment of more

elaborate theoretical approaches such as the so-called GW

method.[21]

In Fig. 1 we show the amplitudes of the highest occu-

pied (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied (LUMO) orbitals of

a pentacene molecule. Though the differences are not pro-

nounced there is a slight preference of both the HOMO

and the LUMO for the area around the central carbon

rings, which in turn results in a slightly larger contribution

of the central ring in the formation of the valence and con-

duction bands of Pn. The effect is demonstrated through

the projected DOS (PDOS) of Pn shown in Fig. 2(b).

The site-selectivity in the formation of bands is much

more pronounced in the case of rubrene, which is cur-

rently the record-holder organic semiconductor in terms

of carrier mobilities.[4,22] A rubrene molecule comprises

a tetracene backbone and four side phenyl groups. The

PDOS (Fig. 3) of crystalline rubrene [23] shows that the

contribution of the tetracene backbone, and especially its

central rings, is significantly larger than that of the side

phenyl groups of the molecule. Similar to pentacene, the

DOS site-selectivity of rubrene can be traced also in the

form of the corresponding HOMO and LUMOs. Actually,

the rubrene HOMO and LUMO, which are depicted in

Ref. [24], have a very small weight in the phenyl groups, a

fact the underlies the miniscule role of these parts in the

formation of the valence and conduction bands.

The results of Figs. 2-3 have implications also for the

effect of impurities in these organic semiconductors. In

particular, based on the rubrene PDOS profile of Fig. 3(b)

it can be expected that any disruption of the π-π stacking

between neighboring molecules in a rubrene crystal will

lead to significant changes in the valence and conduction

bands. Indeed, such large changes are reported in Ref. [24]

for oxygen and hydrogen impurities that chemisorb on the
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Fig. 2. Contribution of the encircled C rings of (a) in the

electronic density of states (b) of pentacene.

Fig. 3. Contribution of the encircled C rings of (a) in the elec-

tronic density of states (b) of rubrene. The tetracene backbone

of rubrene has an enhanced role in the formation of the valence

and conductions bands.

tetracene backbone of rubrene, and, in cases, produce en-

ergy levels in the band gap of the material. Oxygen and hy-

drogen species produce also levels in the energy band gap

of pentacene.[25,26] These theoretical findings are consis-

tent with pertinent experimental observations about oxy-

gen and hydrogen-related carrier traps in rubrene [27,28]

and pentacene.[29]

Hybrid systems with mixtures of organic and inorganic

materials are currently being investigated intensively in

pursuit of the optimal balance between the normally su-

perior physical properties of inorganic systems and the low

cost and flexibility of their organic counterparts. In addi-

tion, in many applications there are interfaces between

organic and inorganic species, for example between car-

bon nanotubes and proximal dielectrics.[30] One of the

most important issues at these boundaries is the nature

of bonding between the materials, and, especially, whether

physisorption or chemisorption occurs. The availability of

reactive sites can, in fact, facilitate the selective docking of

organic molecules like pentacene [31] or other oligoacenes [32]

on important substrates such as silicon.

A state-of-the-art approach to characterize the chem-

ical bonding between species is based on the so-called

electron localization function (ELF).[33] ELF values range

from 0 to 1 and the two extremes describe very weak and

very strong repulsion, respectively, between two electrons

of the same spin. In this context, a covalent bond typically

appears in ELF studies as isolated isosurfaces between

neighboring atoms and for large ELF values f (normally

for f ≥ 0.7). Fig. 4 depicts two configurations of a Si

nano-cluster with 27 atoms [34,35] next to a PPV chain.

At the top we show a stable structure with the cluster in

the vicinity of the polymer; the binding energy of about

0.4 eV is considerable, although the ELF contour plots

do not reveal any so-called disynaptic basin that would

indicate the formation of a covalent bond. In contrast, in

the lower structure of Fig. 4 the cluster chemisorbs on an

aliphatic C atom of the PPV chain and a bond is formed

as demonstrated in the respective ELF plot. The competi-

tion between the formation of the attractive covalent link

and the repulsion related to the disruption of the stable

sp2 PPV structure results in this case to a smaller binding

energy of 0.2 eV.
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Fig. 4. Stable configurations of the hybrid system of a Si clus-

ter with 27 atoms and a PPV chain. The images on the right

are contour plots of the electron localization function (ELF),

showing the formation of a covalent bond between the Si clus-

ter and the PPV chain in the second case.

We now switch to phthalocyanines, another class of

prototype organic materials [36,37] which are used in var-

ious important applications, for example photovoltaics or

cancer treatment. Here we discuss how first-principles cal-

culations (DFT-GGA, unless stated otherwise) can de-

scribe the kinetics of reactions and transformations of

metal-free phthalocyanines (Pc).

Metal-free Pc’s typically contain two H atoms [38] at

their core (H2Pc), and trans and cis isomer configurations

are possible with respect to the position of these H species.

Figs. 5(a) and (c) depict these trans and cis isomers, and

the transition state (TS) for the inter-isomer transforma-

tion is shown in Fig. 5(b). The DFT-GGA reaction energy

(ΔE) and barrier (Ea) are equal to 0.34 eV and 0.49 eV,

respectively, while the corresponding DFT-LDA values are

0.28 eV and 0.36 eV. The trans isomer is more stable, as

in previous studies [39] that reported ΔE and Ea values

Fig. 5. Transformation of metal-free phthalocyanine (Pc) with

2 H atoms at the Pc core: (a) and (c) are inital and final con-

figurations, (b) is the transition state. The DFT-GGA energies

of (b) and (c) are larger than that of (a) by 0.49 eV and 0.34

eV, respectively.

of 0.38 eV and 0.66 eV based on the B3LYP xc-functional.

The transformation of Fig. 5 can be viewed also one of two

equivalent steps that can lead to rotation of the inner H

pair between passivated and unpassivated core N atoms.

The relatively low Ea values indicate that at room tem-

perature the inner H pair rotates rapidly, a fact that is

consistent with experimental data [39] that assign a half

H-occupancy for the core N atoms of H2Pc. We studied

also the possibility of a single-step rotation of the H pair,

whence the core H atoms migrate simultaneously to neigh-

boring N sites. The elastic-band relaxation of this reaction

pathway led to a sequence of steps of the form of Fig. 5.

Deviations from the H2Pc stoichiometry in terms of

core H content may appear either during Pc growth or

under long term operation of Pc-based devices, given that

H species are often present and highly mobile in a variety

of electronic systems. We investigated the propensity of

Pc to uptake hydrogen from an H2 ambient. Starting with

H0Pc (no H at the core) there is a significant gain of 2.62

eV in energy for the uptake of one core H atom. Adding a
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second H atom leads to a further decrease of 2.16 eV. The

next hydrogenation step (formation of H3Pc) is, however,

endothermic with an energy penalty of 0.35 eV. Addition

of a fourth H atom is accompanied with a slight energy

increase of 0.21 eV. It should be noted that it is ener-

getically favorable for two neighboring H2Pc and H0Pc

species to transform to two H1Pc molecules, whereas two

neighboring H3Pc entities are favored to create a H2Pc

and a H4Pc molecule.

We will conclude with a brief discussion on other as-

pects of theoretical modeling of organic electronic mate-

rials. Carrier transport in typical organic semiconductor,

like rubrene or pentacene, is characterized by two regimes

in terms of mobilities. At high temperatures, which nor-

mally include room conditions, there is a strong coupling

between carriers and molecular vibrations that leads to

polaron formation. The mobility is then described by Mar-

cus theory,[4,6] and the key quantities that can be cal-

culated from first-principles [6] are the so-called transfer

integrals and the reorganization energies. The former de-

scribe the electronic coupling between orbitals, and the

latter relate to the effective barrier for carrier hopping due

to charging-decharging of molecules during carrier hop-

ping. At lower temperatures the coupling between carriers

and phonons is weak and the transport can be described

by the Miller-Abrahams model.[3,6] Once the key parame-

ters are obtained from theory, Monte-Carlo simulations of

hopping can describe charge and energy transfer in a larger

scale, taking also into account spatial inhomogeneities and

disorder.[7]

4 Summary

In summary, the theoretical modeling of organic electronic

materials poses many types of challenges, as they nor-

mally span different scales in space and time. The avail-

ability of increasing computational power has allowed for

an expanded role for first-principles quantum mechanical

calculations to address several of these challenges, as we

demonstrated with pertinent examples on the electronic,

structural, and chemical properties of selected prototype

organic materials.
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